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The conference brought together researchers from approximation theory and related ar
eas, such as finite elements. functional analysis, harmonie analysis! and partial differential
equations. This resulted in many stimulating lectures and informal discussions. Some of
the themes addressed in the lectures \ve.re: the construction of Schauder bases eonsisting
·of trigonometrie pol)~nomials; frames and ,\ravelet deeompositions; solution cf an infinite
system of linear equations and approximation po\ver of shirt-invariant spaces: radial basis
functions and seattered data interpolation; image processing and noise removal; interpo
lation of op~rators and !{-funetionals; ~ppr·oximationin the complex; neural net\vorks
and ridge funetions; shape-preserving and Bernstein operators; spllne functions and spline
projectors; s~bdivision and computer-aided geometrie design.

The lectures ref1ect the continuing use of constructiye approximation in the development.
of \\·avelets and multi-resolution as weH as in the theary of radial basis functions and
scattered data interpolation. Significant adyances on long-standing questions in spline
theory and subdivision \Vere also reported~ as were results in the emerging areas of neural
networks and hyperbolie-cross approximation. .
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Vortragsausziige

Rick Beatson:

FAST EVALUATION OF 3-DIMENSIONAL POLYHARMONIC SPLINES

Far-field expansions and error estimates are prcsented for t.he (1'1 + 1)-harmonic spline

N

s(x) =L djlx - xil 2m
-

1

j=l

in 3 dimensions. These are related to the multipole expansion ur the potentili.L to which e
the equation above reduces in the case m = O. In combination with suitable hierarchical
divisions of space, these expansions allow fast evaluation of these radial basis functions~

anti of the associated matrix-vector products

N

L: djq)(Xi - Xi), -i = 1~ ... ,iV.
j=l

Similar expansions are also presented for the d-dimensional generalized multiquadric

N

s(x) =L dj(lx - Xj 12 + c2 )(2k-l)/2

j=l

where k E N.

Hubert Berens:

ONE MORE TIME - BERNSTEIN-DURRMEYER

The following result is weIl known:

Let f E C[O, 1] and let Bn ! be its Bernstein polynomial of degree n, n E No. Then,

f is convex ~ Bnf(x) 2:: Bn+1f{ x) ~ ... 2: fex) on [0,1]

<=> limsuPn n{Bn(.x) - [(x)} ~ 0 on [0, I}

There is no analogous result Car Bemstein-Durrmeyer polynomials (even with Jacobi
weights). In 1987, W. Z. ehen considered the following modification:

n

Vnf = L uJc 1 n(!) Pt.n,
k=O {

J(O), k = 0,

vk n ( f) = 71p •. n UI_- 1. 1 ~ k ~ n - 1,
, plt.n W l .

/(1), k = n..
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\vhere PIc.n, 1 S; k :5 n. are the ll-th Bernstein basis polynomials and w(x) = E( 1 - x),
.I E [0, I}. This polynomial, on the oue hand, has all the basic properties attributed to
Durrmeyer polynomia1s~ on the other hand it is, in some way, closest to the Bernstein
polynomials, in particular it satisfies ehe equivalences stated above for the Bernstein poly
nomials.
In his doctoral thesis, Th. Sauer extended Chen's modification to functions on the standard
simplex Sm := {u = (uo, Ul, ... ,Um) E IRm+1 I Uk ~ 0 and E Uk = I}, red.iscovering a
polynomiaf'transformation, say, Vnf, f E C(Sm) and n E No, which had been defined

eearlier by T. N. T. Goodman and A. Sharma. For this sequence, he proved:

The follotJJing .statement3 are equivalent:
(i) f i3 .subharmonie w. T. t. U on Sm; i. e., f i.s 3ubharmonic in the interior of Sm ~

toeU a.s in the relative interior of itJ 3ubface3 (w. T. t. the restrietion 0/ U to the
face.s), where U is the elliptic differential operator

(ii) Vn/(u) ~ Vn+1 f(u) ~ ... ~ f(~) on Sm.
(iii) limsuPn n{Vn(u) - Jeu)} ~ 0 on Sm.

For the Bernstein polynomials on Sm, the implications (ii) => (iii) => (i) had been proved
by H. J. Schmid already in 1974; the implications Ci) => (ii) and/or (i) => (iii) are still
open.

Yuri Brudnyi:

REAL INTERPOLATION OF SOBOLEV COUPLES

L~t W;(Qn) be a "homogeneous" Sobolev space on Qn := [0, l]n C JR". The problem of

describing all real interpolation spaces of the couple (Wpkoo, Wpkt1 ) goes back to the beginning
Aof the sixties. It relates to same essential problems of analysis (embedding and extension
.properties of Sobolev type, quantitative approximation, PDE's, etc.). For the solution of

this problem, we have to find the K -functional of the above couple. In the lecture, we
present the solution in the embedding case W;tt C W:oo and describe some ideas of the
proof. In particular we desenbe a covering theorem of new type that ia the key point of
the proof.

This is joint work with Natan Kruglyak.

Martin Buhmann:

LEAST-SQUARES APPROXIMATION WITH RADIAL BASIS FUNCTIONS

\Vt' srudy least-squares approxiInatioll hy radial hiL'iis fUIlcr.ions. i.c. approximations from
spaces ~panned by radially ~ynlnlctric fUIlctiolls f.1(!1 . -..c j IL~ j. The.r j are givcn centres.
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whl'rt, WP. ('()n~idcr hot.h t.he c·aSt." whc'u t.hey lit~ on a ,1!;rid and whc,tl rhc,'Y an~ s('attercd in
jRu, hut. satisfy a wt·:ak n:~1l1arity condition. The illll('~pr()duct.s \\'ith rc:;pc,(·t to which r.he
least-scluares prohlenl is considerp.cl are discff~te aud 5oholev. i.t~. tuay involve dcrivalivp.
infornlation. For the n()tl-ff~gular data case. the exist.ence of orthonurmal bas~s of the
radial function space is established. In the ~ridded centres n.L'iC. orthonortnal hases are

constructed and favollrable estimates for the least-squares t~rr()rs are found: they decrea.sp.
a.s powers of the grid·spacing.

The work on scattered centres is joint work with Nira Dyn ~d David Leviu from Tel-.-\viv.

Charles Chui:

WAVELET FRAMES

The recent development of frames of the affine group will be discussed. This will in
clude: (1) the what and why of frames; (2) necessary frame conditions; (3) sufficient frame
conditions; (4) generating frames from oversampling; (5) affine operators; (6). identifica
tion of Bessel sequences; (7) oversampling theorems; (8) dual frarnes; (9) \Veyl-Heisenberg
frames; (iO) inultivariate results.

Zbigniew Ciesielski:

FRACTAL FUNCTIONS AND BASES

Two hases on the cube [d are described: Haar functions supported by dyadic cubes and
the interpolating diarnond Schauder basis. By means of the coefficients of these Schauder
and Haar series, sufficient conditions are given for the existence and the calculation of
the box dimension of the graphs of the sums of the corresponding series. Applications to
Weierstraß, Tagaki, and to fractional Brownian motion are presented.

Wolfgang Dahmen:

•

REFINEMENT EQUATIONS

Refinement equations pJay a pivotal roJe in several areas such as computer aided geo- e
metric design and wavelet analysis. After briefl"y describing some important consequences
of the validity of the most familiar version of refinement equations, based on scaling by two,
similar questions are addressed with respect to several other related functional equations.
Specifically, the regularity of solutions for more general scaling matrices as weH as prop
erties of solutions to certain co~tinuous refinement equations (characterizations, stability,
reproduction of polynomials~ approximate evaluation) are discussed and some examples
a~e presented. For instance. one ean c:onstrllct C'ompactly supported Coc;-functions \vhose
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Laplacian can be written as a finite linear combination of its shifted dilates. Subdivision
techniques are important ingredients of the analysis of all these problems.

Zeev Ditzian:

K-FUNCTIONALS AND REALIZATIONS

Some expressions which are realizations of the Peetre K -functional Kr(j, tr)p fq:r. 1 S p :5
00 are still useful meas~s ~f smoothness for 0 < p < 1. This is joiilt researcl{~thV.H.
Hristov and K.G. lvanov. ."".-

Nira Dyn:

RADIAL BASIS FUNCTION APPROXIMATION: FROM GRIDDED CEN
TERS TO SCATTERED CENTERS

Approximation in the L oo{ IR d)-nonn from aspace spanned by. a discrete set of.t~anslates
of a basis function 4> are studied. Attention here is restricted to functions t/> whoSe Fourier
transform ia smooth on JRd\ {O}, and has a singularity at the origin. Examples of s~ch basis
functions are the thin-plate splines and the multiquadrics, as well as other types öf radial
basis functions that are employed in Approximation Theory. The above approximation
problem is well-understood in case the set 3 of points used for translating 4> forms a lattice
in IRd, and many optimal and quasi-optimal approximation schemes can already be found
in the literature. In contrast, only few, mostly specific, results are known for a set =: of
scattered points.

• The main objective of this paper is to pr~vide a general tool for extending approxima-
tion schemes that use integer tran~lates of a basis function to the non-uniform c~. We
introduce a single, relatively simple, conversion method that preserves the approximation
orders provided by a large number of schemes presently in the literature (more precisely,
by almost all "stationary schemes"). In anticipation of future introduction of new schemes
for uniform grids, an effort is made to iInpose ooly a few mild conclitions on the function
<jJ, which still allow for a uni:6ed error analysis to hold. In the course of the discussion
here, the recent "results of Buhmann, Dyn, and Levin on scattered center approximation
are reproduced andimproved upon.

The talk presents joint \vork ,vith Amos Ron.
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Hans G. Feichtillger:

EFFICIENT METHODS FOR GABOR EXPi\NSIONS (NEW METHODS)

Let us define the tinle~frequency shirt operators for functions in LOl(IR.) as folIows:
Tz; J(:) = J( x - ;'), i.e. translation by x. alld the modulation operator or frequency
shift Muf(z) = exp(21ritLZ)' J(=).

Given some building block g, i.e. some ~'nice~' (smooth and weil decaying) function. we
are asking for so-called Gabor expansions, i.e. any f E L:!(IR) should be expanded in a
series involving as building blocks ooly terms of the form JJui Tzt 9 ~ with (Xi, ud points
in the time-frequency·plane (identical with 1R 2). Since the resulting "sequence' (lvlui Tx.9)i
is typically non-orthogonal, there is the question of the choice of the coefficient ~sequence'

(aj) (which should be square integrable) such that

f= LaiMuiTzig.
iE!

In the talk, it is pointed out that the coefficients can be taken to be of the form aj =
(/, M Ui TZih) for a suitably chosen "dual" window h, which can be determined iteratively
from g. For the: finite-dimensional case (signals are interpreted as functions on the cyclic
group of order n), numerical experiments have shown that the conjugate gradient method
appears to be the best method. The choice of other subgroups of the time-frequency plane
(besides the usuallattices which are products of subgroups of the two variables, time and
frequency) gives more !reedorn to design families of building blocks (Gabor atoms) of the
above form, with better time/frequency localization of the dual window.

Tim Goodman:

A GENERALIZED VARIATION DIMINISHING PROPERTY

It is shown that if T is a totally positive m x n matrix of rank n and .4. is an n x r
matrix, then under certain conditions, the number of sign changes in the consecutive r x r
minors of TA is bounded by the corresponding number for A. A sufficient condition is
that a1l minors of order r - 1 from the first r - 1 coluinns of A are positive, hut this can
be relaxed if T has an appropriate band structure. Applications include bounds on the
numher of inßections or on the number of changes of sign of torsion in spline curves or
limiting curves of subdivision schemes.

This is joint work with Jesus Camicer and Juan Pena. •

e'
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Rong·Qing Jia:

THE TOEPLITZ OPERATOR AND ITS APPLICATIONS

Let A = (aij )iEI.iEJ be a (possibly infinite) matrix. It is assumed that each row of A is
finitely supported. The Toeplitz theorem says that the system of linear equations

L aijXj = bi .(i E I)
jEJ

• is consistent if and only if all its finite subsystems are consistent. It is shown that the
Toeplitz theorem can be applied to the study of solvability of linear partial differential and
diff'erence equations with constant coefficients. These results, in turn, are applied to L p

approximation (1 :5 p :5 00) of shift-invariant spaces. In particular, this algebrai~~_~pproach

leads to the following characterization of approximation order: H S is tbe shift·~ihvariant

space generated by a compactly supported function 4> in Lp ( lR.") with ~(O) :/:~~: then S
provides approximation order r if and oo1y if S contams all polynomials of (totaJ) degree
less than r.

B. Kashin:

ON RANDOM SETS OF UNIFORM CONVERGENCE

The talk is devoted mainly to P. Ulyanov's problem about the possible "density" of sets
of uniform convergence. Here, the set (j of integers ia called a 'set of uniform convergence
(U.C. set) if, ~or each continuous function f with a Fourier se~es of the fonD .:-:

fex) = E lek) e2,nk%,

/tEer

this senes converges uniformly. .
• Until now, ooIy U.C. sets of the. density :5 (log lV)k are known, meaning that, for any

known U.C. set (j and some k,

. L :5 (logN)k, N = 3,4, ... o'

kEern[-N.N]

In the talk, it is shown (it is the result of joint work with L. Tzafriri) that any random
set of i~tegers of density greater than log lV is not a U.C. set.

This subject is treated as a ·particular example of a theorem about the possibility of
rlecreasing the operator no~ by restrietion to aspace spanned by part of a given basis.
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Burkharrl Lenze:

ON LOCAL AND GLOBAL SIGMA-PI NEURAL NETWORKS - r\ COM
MON LINK

In general~ therc is quite a difference bp.twpen t.he llsual threp.-layer feedforward neural
networks \Vith ioeal basi::; functions in the hid<len processin~ dt'Illcnts and those with
standard sigmoidal transfer functions (often called global basis functions). The re~on

for this difference can be seen in the ridge-type arguments which are commonly used.
It is the aim of this contribution to show that the situation completely changes when,
instead of ridge-type arguments, we use so-called hyperbolic-type arguments. In detaiL we
show that the usual sigmoidal transfer functions cvaluated at hyperbolic-type arguments
usually called sigma-pi units - can be used to construct iocal basis functions which vanish
at infinity and, moreover, are integrable and give rise to a partition of unity, hoth in _
Cauchy's principal value sense. At this point~ standard strategies for approximation with .
local basis functions can be used without giving up the concept of non-Ioeal sigmoidal
transfer functions.

Dany Leviatan:

SHAPE PRESERVING APPROXIMATION IN L p

This is joint work with V. Operstein from the Technion, Haifa. We prove a direct
theorem for shape preserving Lp-approximation, 0 < p < 00, in terms of the classical
modulus of smoothness w2(f~ t)p. This theorem may be regarded as an extension to Lp of
the well-known pointwise estimates of the Timan type and their shape preserving variants
of R. DeVore, D. Leviatan and X. M. Yu. It leads to characterization of monotone and
convex functions in Lipschitz classes (and more general Besov spaces) in terms of their
approximation by algebraic polynomials. Specifieally, we prove the following

Theorem. For every function f E Lp[-l, 1], 0 < p < 00, there exists a sequence oE alge
braic polynomials P/c o{ degree not exceeding 2k , preserving monotonicity and convexity,
such that

11

f - P/c 11 < C II
W

2(f, 2-
k

)p 11
W(P2.) lp(L p ) - w(2- k) t" ,

{or every majorant w : ß.+ --.~ satisfying

(ar same A1 ~ 1. The constant C =C( AI) depends on AI, and iE p < 1, also on p..
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R. A. Lorentz:

TRIGONOMETRIe WAVELETS: A SHORT SURVEY

Three different types of wavelets which consist of trigonometrie polynomials have been
constructed recently. First, those of Lorentz and Sahakian are described. They fann
an orthogonal (Schauder) basis of C(K), the space of continuous 21r-periodic functions
equipped with tbe uniform norm. Their most important property is that their degreese have minimal growth: for each t: > 0 there is such a wavelet basis Tn with

deg(Tn ) $ (1/2)(1 + e)n.

Then the wavelets of Chui, Mhaskar are described. They are obtained by taking a
modified partial sum of the Fourier senes expansion of the Haar wavelet. One obtains a
non-orthogonal trigonometrie wavelet for which the coefficients of the decomposition and
reconstruetion equations ean be explieitly given.

Finally, Privaloff's wavelets, which were investigated by Prestin and Quak;" are de
scribed. As translates of ade la Vallee-Poussin kernel, they form an interpolatory (Schauder)
basis of C(K). .

Also, a new orthogonal wavelet basis for the trigonometrie spaees of Chui, Mhaskar is
presented.

Brad Lucier:

REMOVING GAUSSIAN NOISE FROM IMAGES USING NON'-"ij'lEAR
WAVELET FILTERS ~ ...

Certain "night vision~' cameras amplify low levels of light to allow ohjects that cannot
be seen by the unaided human eye to be seen using tbe camera. These cameras amplify any

_ noise caused by thermal oscillation; this noise adds to the pixels in the image independent,
• identically distrihuted Gaussian random variables with mean zero and fixed variance.

We propose to remove some of this noise by applying a nonliilear filter to the wavelet
eoeffieients of the noisy, observed image. This filter is derived as ~he solution of a non
quadratic minimization problem related to K -functionals. The associated linear filter used
to remove Gaussian noise is called. nonparametrie spline approximation. We prove that our
nonlinear method achieves the same rate of noise removal to within apower of a logarithm
of the oumber of pixels as the nonparametrie spline method, hut for a much larger class
of nonsmooth functions. Thus~ our method is particularly suited for noise removaJ from
ima~es which are intrinsically not smooth.

These methods are nearly t he same as sOlne Inethods denved by David Donoho and
(ain Johnstone: they pf()\-e \c\.riol1s optilludity results in \fl.rious ~tatistical settings for
these Inethods.

This is joint work \vith Rouald A. DpVore.
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w. R. Madych:

THE RECOVERY OF IRREGULARLY SAMPLED BAND LIMITED FUNC
TIONS VIA TEMPERED DISTRIBUTIONS

We show that band-limited functions can be recovered froIIl their values on ccrtain
irregularly distributed discrete sampling sets as the limits of piecewise polynomial spline
interpolants when the order of the spline goes to infinity. This is an exten:;ion of the
classical case when the sampling sequence is a lattice which waS considered by L. Collatz,
w. Quade, I. J. Schoenberg, and others.

To be more specific:
• The Paley-Wiener dass PW1f is the collection of those square integrable functions whose

Fourier transform has support in the interval -7r ~ eS; ir.

• The sampling sequence (Zn: n E Z) is such that the corresponding sequence (e-i%"~: _
n E Z) of exponential functions is a Riesz basis for L 2 ([-1r, 1r)). .,

• For f in PW1f , the function 51:(/, x), -00 < x < 00, is the unique spline of polynomial
growth and order 2k which interpolates f on {xn }.

Theorem H / is in PW"" then liml:_oo 51:(/, x) = f(x) in L 2(1R) and uniformly in x.

Remarks: -
• The estimates used to prove this can be applied to obtain similar results for wider classes

of f's .
• This work was done in collaboration with Yu. Lyubarskii (Kharkov).

Avraham A. Melkman:

CONVERGENCE OF NON-NEGATIVE STATIONARY MULTIVARIATE
SUBDIVISION

Consider the stationary subdivision scheme v(n+l) = Av(n), v(O) E loo(Zd), with Ai,j =
Ci-2j, Ci ;:::: 0, LiEZcI Ci-2j = 1 for a.ll i E Zd, and Ci = 0, i r;. n. DenoteI:= {i : Ci > O},

and IN := {E~;l ti2 i : ti E I}. Let r have the property that for any k the set {(Au)i :
i E k + r} is determined only by the values {Vi: i E Pie + r} for same plc. Then the
subdivision scheme converges if and only if, for some finite JV, to each i there corresponds
a j such that i + i - j 2N EIN for all i Er.

This leads to an investigation of IN for various choices of n. In particular l in the •
univariate case we conjecture that, unless n is obviously bad~ limn - oo :b IN = conv( I).
Multivariate analogues of this statement are discussed.

This is joint work with Alfred S. Cavaretta.
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H.N. Mhaskar:

DEGREE OF APPROXIMATION BY NEURAL NETWORKS

Let u : IR -t IR. A. network consisting of n neurons in one (hidden) layer is simply a
function of the form

n

'"' c·u(w· . x + b·)~ J -} - }
j=l

a where Cj, bj E IR. YLj E IR~, S 2: 1 being an integer. By repeating this process, we get
• neural networks with more than one layer. For example,

m n

L 1'iO"(L Ci;U(Ylj . ~+ bj) + Bi)
i=l j=l

is a neural. network having m + n ~eurons, n in the first layer and m in the second.
We show that if (j satisfies the conditions

lim u(x) = 1, lim u(x) = 0, . ((T(x)1 :5 K(l + (xf)k, x E IR,
%-00 x lc %--00 XC

then networks with more than one layer can be constructed to yield the usual Jackson rate
.of approximation. If k ~ 2, networks that yield a nearly geometrie rate for approximation
of analytic functions ca,n also be constructed.

We then show that a network with a single hidden layer has severe limitations in approx
imating the characteristic function of the unit cube. on compact sets of IR". Restricting our
attention to the approximation of 21r-periodic functions, we examine the approximation
power of networks with one hidden layer in terms of the degree of trigonometrie approx
imation of the function involved and that of (T. Some dimension-independent bouilds a.re
also given.

Ferencz Moricz:

. SATURATION CLASSES FOR STRONG APPROXIMATION BY DIRICH-
.•LET INTEGRALS

Let f E LP(JR), for some 1 :5 p $ 00, and

1 Im sin vtslI(f,x) := - fex - t)-- dt
1r III t

be its Dirichlet integral, and for 1 :5 A ::5 00 and T > 0, let

h}(f,p) := 11 { f l T

Is~(f, x) -f(x)IP dv } 1/1' 11.\.

It is CMY to see that the saturation order is O(T-1!P). However~ it is tough to determine
t.he saturation class

S; := {f E LP n LA : h.9·(f.p) ::: ()(T-1/P), T -+ ·Xl}.

()tlf Inain reslllts are:
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Theorem 1. If! E L'! n L'"X}. theIJ f E 5:;0 j{ :lud c)uly iE

i
CO j!(x + u) + f(.r - IL) - 2f(.r:) ,"! I - L'XI-----------1 t ,Il t: .
Oll'

Theorem 2. If f E LP n L>" for some :2 :S p < x. 1 < ,\ <: ~:"C. tllt~n S},\ = F~~:, the
Lizorkin- Triebel spaee.

'Bernd Mulansky:

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF DATA DEPENDENT TRIANGULATIONS

In bivariate scattered data interpolation by piecewise polynomials. the quality of the
interpolant depends on the specific triangulation of the data sites. We report on num,er
ical experiments coneerning the construetion of data-dependent triangulations. Ta find a
global minimum of the corresponding combinatorial optimization problem, the method of
simulated annealing is used.

Peter Oswald:

STABLE SPLITTINGS OF FUNCTION SPACES AND THE FAST SOLU
TION OF VARlATIONAL PROBLEMS

Many iterative solvers for variational problems are based on appropriate splittings of the
underlying Hilbert space. For Sobolev spaces, the theory of such splittings is essentially
a byproduet of known descriptions via decomposition Dorms. The talk gives an introduc
tion to the abstract convergence theory of additive and multiplicative Schwarz methods
and describes the typical applications to finite element discretizations of elliptic boundary
value problems in polyhedral domains. We touch on some problems of actual interest: de
eompositions for Sobolev spaces with weights, splittings for divergence-free finite element
discretizations and for nonconforming subspaees.

Pencho Petrushev:

A NEW MODULUS FOR HYPERBOLIC-CROSS APPROXIMATION

The L p(l'd) approximation of functions f by trigonometrie sums Tn of exponentials
with frequencies from the~ hyperbolic cross {k = (k1 , •.. , kd) : Ik1 ••. kdl ~ n} has received
a lot of recent attention because of its various optimality properties. However, there has
as of yet been no convenient characterization of the approximation order by such trigono
metrie sums. In this talk~ we introduce a new modulus of smoothness in Lp dependin.~ on

•
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mixed diffcrences and use it to characterize the approximation classes for hyperbolic-cross
approximation in Lp(yd) for 1 < p < .;:x).

This is joint \vork with Ron DeVore, Sergei Konjagin, and Vladimir Temlyakov.

Allan Pinkus:

SOME DENSITY PROBLEMS IN MULTIVARIATE APPROXIMATION

e We consider the following idea for approximating multivariate functions. Let '" be a
family of reasonable, "niee", smooth functions in C(Rn). Set

G. := span {g(4)(.)) : <P E~, 9 E C(R)}.

This space G. is our approximating set. For example, if tP = {~?=1 aiXi : 'v'(ab ~~.'. ,an) E
]Rn}, then G. is the space of Ridge Functions (plane waves). The main example we consider
here is the following. Let h be a polynomial in n variables. Set

i.e., the set of translates of h. For n = 2, Gtt contains a1l polynomials if and only if DZ1 h
and D Z2 h are linearly independent. The analogous result seems to be true for n = 3, hut
is not valid for n ~ 4. .

M'. J. D. Powell:

AN ITERATIVE METHOn FOR THIN PLATE SPLINE INTERPOLATION

Thin plate spline interpolation to functions of two variables is useful in many applica
tions, because there are few restrietions on the positions of the data points. Further, same

_ smoothness properties are achieved. naturally, because the interpolant minimizes a second
- derivative norm subject to the interpolation conditions. On the other hand, full matrices

occur, and the nwnber of data points, n say, may be very large. The~eforewe approximate
each Lagrange function by a Lagrange function of interpolation to a small subset of the
data. Thus each approximation usually has far fewer than n thin plate spline terms, and
the approximations provide an initial estiinate of the required interpolant which can be
improved by iterative refinement. This procedure has been applied to several test prob
lems. Same of the numerical results are presented~ in order to illustrate the numbers of
iterations and the amount of computation of the metpod. They suggest that interpolation
to tens of thousands of scattered data points in t\VO dimensions may soon become a routine
calclllation.
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J ürgen Prestin:

POLYNOMIAL APPROXIMATION AND WAVELETS

We consider a wavelet dccomposition of L~.( -l~ 1), whcrc IV is thc Chebyshcv wci~ht.

Therefore, we use scaling functions defined as fundamental polynoJnials uf Lagrallg;e inter
polation at the zeros of (1 - x'J.)Un (x), where Unis the Chebyshev polynonlial of the second
kind wi th degree n = 2j - 1. Hence the scaling functions are polynomials of degree ~1.

We construct corresponding polynomial wavelets of degree 2i+ 1, which span the orthog
onal spaces Wj . Then we describe decomposition and reconstruction algorithms for the
nested polynomial spaces in a suitable matrix/vector form. Furthennore. we discuss'Riesz
stability and dual scaling functions and wavelets. This approach is strongly related to the
recent results of C.K. Chui/H.N. Mhaskar~ A.•~. Privalov, R.A. Lorentz/ A.A. Sahakian

. and J. Prestin/E. Quak in the trigonometrie case.

Ulrich Reif:

SINGULAR SPLINES - A NEW METHOD FOR GENERATING FREEFORM
SURFACES OF ARBITRARY TOPOLOGY

When using the standard parametrie smoothness conditions for n Bezier patches sharing
a vertex, only the regular case n = 4 leads to nondegenerate nonperiodie solutions in
the space of Bezier points and consequently to smooth surfaces. So, until now, these
smoothness conditions were thought to be too restrictive for the case n =1= 4 and geometrie
smoothness conditions were used instead. -Since the concept of geometrie continuity is not
eompletely satisfying, the class of singular splines is introduced which provides the trivial
solutions in the space of Bezier points when the standard parametric smoothness conditions
are used. The corresponding degenerate Bezier patches (so called D-patche3) are shown to
be smooth under eertain eonstraints on the neighboring Bezier points of the singular point.
In particular, these points mllSt be coplanar. The spline space constructed is invariant
under subdivision, and this opens up for the first time the possibility of constructing
subdivision algorithms with a known limit surface for meshes with arbitrary topology.
Further, a linear map for projecting a set of arbitrary eontrol points to the space of control
points satisfying the constraints (the so called qu.a..8i control point,,) is given and a family
of real-valued B-spline functions is constructed.

Amos ROß:

THE ADJOINT OF A WEYL-HEISENBERG FRAME

Let (K, L) be a pair of lattices in Rd and let! E L'l(R d
). Consider the set

.Y := {ivl,Tt!: e E L. k E !{},

•

•
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with Tz : f r-+ f(· + .l'), AI, : f ~ elf, el : x ...-. ei1r
. Associated with .Y' is the operator

Rx def1ned on a dense subspace of e2 (-y):

Rx: c~ L C{X)X.
rEX

If Rx is boundecl, then 4~ is called a Bessel set; if, in addition, the range of Rx is closed,
then X is a frame. A frame whose corresponding Rx is injective is a Riesz basis.

We introduce in this talk the notion of the adjoint X· of a given .J(. With

K := {k E IR d
: k· eE 21rZ, Vi E K}

the lat tice dual to K,
• :."' ..':i.-.

We prove basic relations between X and X·.
The talk represents joint work with Zuowei Shen.

E. B. Sa1f':

OPTIMAL RAY SEQUENCES OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS

Given two compact disjoint subsets EI, E2 of the complex plane, the third problem of
Zolotarev concems estimates for the ratio sUPzEE, Ir(z)l/ infzE E2 Ir(z)1 where r is a rational
function of degree n. We consider, more generally, the infimum Zmn of such ratios taken
over the class of all rational functions with numerator degree m and de~ominat9rdegree
n. For any such "ray sequence" of integers (m, n); that is, m/n -+ .A, m +n -+ oo3~~e show
that Z:J~m+n} approaches a limit' L(.A) that can be described in terms of the solution to a
certain minimum-energy problem with respect to the logarithmic potentiaL For example,
we prove that L{.A) = exp{-F( r», where T = >"/{.A + 1) and F(T) is a concave function
on (0,1] and we give a formula for F(T) in terms of the equilibrium measures for Ei U Eie and the condenser (Et,E:;), where Ei,E:; are suitable subsets of E 1 ,E2 • or particular
interest is the choice for >. that yields the smallest value for L(.A). In the case when EI, E2

are real intervals, we provide for this purpose a simple algorithm for directly computing
F{T) and for the determinat~onof near optimal rational functions Tm". Furthermore, we
discuss applications of our results to the approximation of tbe si"gnum function and to tbe
generalized ADI iterative method for solving Sylvester's equa~ions.

Robert Schaback:

LOCALIZED INTERPOLATION BV "RADIAL" BASIS FUNCTIONS

For ··radiar~ basis function interpolation of :-:r.atterecl data in IR d. [he error bounds kno\vn
~() far l'cUt 1)t" rctained f'vcn if t he interpolaut is C"alculated llsin~ only a few neig,hborin~data
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points around p.ach (~valuati()11 point. This approach ha~ rnauy ('o[npllt.atiollal ;\dvanta.!!;es.
hut produce~ non~nlo()t.h iIltc'rpoliLIltS. RL'stdt~ illelnde ('rror "Ollllds. \·oll\"(~r~enc.::e onh'rs,
and numerical methods. Nuruericnl exalnpl(~s are provided.

Alexei Shadrin:

ON LP BOUNDEDNESS OF THE L1. SPLINE PROJECTOR

Let T be an arbitrary knot sequence on IR and PT be the orthogonal L2(lR) projector
onto the space of splines oforder r with knots from T. Then clearly Pr is a norm-one
operator on L2(IR). A. conjecture of de Boor is that PT is also boullded on LiX) with a
bound depending only on r. We show that for eaeh T there is an f = f(r) > 0 such that
Pr is bounded as an operator on L p for all p satisfying Ip - 21 < f and with norm bounds ._
depending only on r. •

Herbert Stahl:

NORMALITY IN NIKISHIN SYSTEMS

We diseuss simultaneous rational approximants to a vector (/1, ... , fm) of analytie
functions, and explore the connection of their definition with the multiple orthogonal
ity of the common denominators of the approximants. For a special system of Markov
functions, namely for the Nikishin system, we prove the normality of all multi-indices
n = (no, ... ,nm ) with nj ~ max(nl, ... ,nj-I), j = 2, ... ,m. Nonnality means that the
Hermite-Pade polynomials of type 11 are unique up to a non-zero eonstant factor. The
normality result is the basis for investigations of the convergenee of simultaneous rational
approxi~ants. .

Joachim Stöckler:

LOCALIZATION PROPERTIES OF NON-STATIONARY WAVELET BASES

Wavelets have proved to be a very effective mathematical tool for analyzing funetions
f with certain irregular Ioeal behaviour. For instance, a wavelet with m + 1 vanishing •
moments can be used to detect the Ioeation of a point Xo at which a function is only
m - 2-times continuously differentiable while it is in C m

-
I in a deieted neighbourhood of

Xo· The effectiveness of such methods depends very much on the localness of the wavelet t/J.
When a single wavelet 1/J is used to generate an orthonormal basis of L 2 (R), this localness
is sacrificed, if m is required to be large.

By the notion of ~'non-stationary~' wavelet bases \vhich use different generators 1/;j on
different scales, we gain freedorn in designing orthonormal bases for L 2 (R) with good
Iocalization properties. The functions l!Jj are taken as (infinite) c:ombinations of shifts of
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one function eP \vith respect to the lattice 2- j
-

1Z. Their 2- j Z-shifts define an orthononnal
basis of a shift-invn.riant sl1bspace ltVj of L'2(lR) whose orthogonal sum gives all of L:l(IR).
In particuIar, if tP is an even function whose Fourier transform is positive and decays
exponentially, \ve' obtain analytic wavelets Wj. With such a basis we can detect Coo_
singularities of a piecewise analytic function. As a measure of localness we give quantitative
estimates for the standard deviation of"pj and tßj. The results are given in tenns of certain
decay parameters of the function 4>. Surprisingly different results are obtained for the case
of the multiquadric and the Gaussian function .•V. Temlyakov:

APPROXIMATION OF MULTIVARIATE PERIODIC FUNCTIONS

The problem of finding an optimal and universal system of approximation is discussed.
The problem of optimization is investigated for classes of functions with bOuDd~ mixed
differences. This investigation is based on the concept of width: Kolmogorov width and
orthowidth (or, Fourier width). The concept of universality is introduced and "applied to
the study of the anisotropie Nikol'skii classes. As a result, we get that the approxi:mation
by means of tngonometric polynomials with frequencies in hyperbolic crosses is natural.

Vilmos Totik:

APPROXIMATION ON THE BOUNDARY AND STRlCTLY INSIDE

•
Let K be a compact subset of the complex plane with connected complement and f a

continuous function on K which is analytic inside K. We are interested in the,problem
of approximating 1 by near-best polynomials for which the approximation is better inside
K, i.e., we ask if there are polynomials Pn such that 111 - Pnlf ~ CEn(f) and at the same
time locally uniformlyon compact subsets of the interior of K we have If(z) - Pn(z)1 :5
Ce- cn En(f). The ans\ver to this problem is YES if K is bounded by an analytic curve,
and NO if iis boundary has an ex~erna1 angle smaller than 'Tr at some point Zo. In fact, in
the latt~r case the polynomia1s Pn can exist only when f is analytic at· zo. Possible rate of
approximation in the form I/(z) - Pn(z)1 :5 Ce-cnw En(f) is discussed along with related
results concerning Ioeal improvements of the order of best polynomial approximation for
arbitrary compact sets.

Joe Ward:

p-NORMS OF RADIAL BASIS INTERPOLATION MATRICES

\V(' cii~cllsS results eoncerning Ip houncls Oll IIA- 1 IIp . 1 ~ p ~ :G. where

( . "
.-l = f) ( :r j - ,e Ic ))

j.k=1
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is independent of n.

...,

is thc iu"C'rpolatiou luatrix associatf~d wit.b :l rCldial basis fllllcrion (ur. rhf) 0 illlel scauf'red
distinet da.ta {.r) }~I= 1 . Hf're . W(' sp.·cify that I) i:i ..ith('r an ord(~r-I.t'r()or ordcr-OIU' rhf. [t

is known that the hOlluds on II.-l- ' II:! are iudepPIH.il'llt of 11 allel dt'ppnd (~xa.ct.ly on (i>. dll.'
dimension tl and t.lH.' nlinilnal separation 'J.

\tVe show, in "ase 0 deenys to zero "sufficielltly rapidly" as il.rll -- ·x. that lIA-I !I p ·

1 ~ p $ 00, is indepelldent of fl. and a.gain depends exactly Oll (j. r.he dilnell:;iou d a.nd (1·
!\tIoreover. in special cases, we can apply preconditioning techuicl\H'S to d~'Inonstrate that

even if 4> grows at inf.nity, 11 A. -1 Hp is independent of n, where 11. denotes the cardinality
of the data set. As a :--ample result~ we obtain another proof of a theorem of :\1. Powell.

Namely, if tD(x) := Jc'l + IIxll 2 and .-ln := (6(i - j») no • °then tl..J.;;-llloo ~ /\, whl're 1\
1,)=1

Yuan Xu: •
MULTIVARIATE ORTIIOGONAL POLYNOMIALS AND APPROXIMATION

In this talk! report recent \\"ork of mine on the subject of multivariate orthogonal poly
nomials and its application to approximation. The main results concerning multivariate
orthogonal polynomial include: three-term relation in a vector-matrix form which leads to
a Farvard's theorem that characterizes the orthogonality; definition of block Jacobi ma
trices which, through an operator-theoretic approach, makes it possible to establish the
existence of orthogonal measure; t he common zeros of multivariate orthogonal polynomials
which are identified as joint eigenvalues of truncated block Jacobi matrices; new fonnula
tion of the characterization oi Gaussian cubature formulae which enables us to find two
classes of weight functions that lead to Gaussian cubature formclae, the latter one provides
a positive answer to the question proposed by Radon in 1948. Results concerning approx
imation include: asymptotics of Christoffel functions; uniform convergence of partial sums
and de la Vallee Poussin means, where the measures of orthogonality are subject to certain
conditions hut kept general otherwise.

Kang Zhao:

APPROXIMATION ORDER ACHIEVED BY SEMI-DISCRETE CONVO
LUTION

Without appealing to the argument of polynomial reproduction~ we show how to con
struct a function from a given shift-invariant subspace in L 2 with which the corresponding
semi-discrete convolution mapping achieves the approximation order provided by the shift
invariant subspace if it also provides some simultaneous approximation order.

Bericht~rstatter: R.A. DeVore
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